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TT: cubical type theory
TT is a variant of Homotopy Type Theory based on an interval:
– a new sort Γ ` I and context extension Γ, i : I

Γ

– with endpoints Γ ` 0, 1 : I
– and potentially further structure: r t s, r u s, ∼r [Coh+17]
Has a “standard model” that’s Quillen-equivalent to homotopy types,1 therefore usable
for synthetic homotopy theory.
Computer scientists like TT because it has stronger computational properties than
HoTT while retaining its good semantic properties (function extensionality, univalence,
effective quotients).
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Computation in

TT

Canonicity is one such computational property. Let C be the syntactic category of
TT.

Theorem (Cubical canonicity [Hub18; AFH18])
If M : In
nat is an n-cube of natural numbers in C , then there exists a numeral
m ∈ N such that
M
In
nat
m
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S

)
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Therefore TT can be used as a programming language [Ang+21], and we have
multiple implementations, e.g. Cubical Agda, redtt, cooltt [VMA19; Red18; Red20].

Syntactic decidability and injectivity

Canonicity was a surprisingly difficult “dry run”. Real goal of

TT was to show:

1. Decidability of equality. It is effectively decidable whether two morphisms
∆
Γ : C are (strictly) equal or unequal.
2. Injectivity of type constructors. If Π(A, B) ≡ Π(A0 , B 0 ), then (A, B) ≡ (A0 , B 0 );
and the same for dependent sums, etc.
Decidability and injectivity are needed for implementing proof assistants (like Coq,
Agda, Lean, etc.). Both are corollaries of normalization, which is much more complex
to state.

Normalization for

TT

Idea of normalization: TT has a “standard” presentation by operations and
equations. If we could present the theory with only operations and no equations, then
both decidability and injectivity would be trivial. A normalization argument is:
1. Normal forms: define a family of sets ν : Nf(C , A)
HomC (C , A) such that
Nf(C , A) satisfies decidability and injectivity by inspection.
2. Normalization: prove that each ν is an isomorphism.
Both steps require creativity.

What are normal forms?

Insights due to Gentzen [Gen35] and Tait [Tai67]2 teach us that normal forms are in
fact divided into two classes, Ne (“neutral”) and Nf (“normal”).
1. Ne(C , A) represents “eliminations”: projections, counits, etc.
2. Nf(C , A) represents “introductions”: universal maps, units; includes Ne(C , A)
when A lacks universal property.
The reason it works: represents morphisms by “maximally introduced” (η-long) and
“minimally eliminated” (β-short) terms.
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and many others

Normalization by gluing
Normalization results are proved by Artin gluing [AGV72; Wra74]; application of gluing
to logic and type theory has a long history.3
Idea: embed the syntactic topos Cc via open immersion into a topos G in which
normal forms can be internalized. Then define a model of C in G that restricts to the
generic model under the open immersion.
Cc
open immersion j
G

g
Cc
computability model
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To name a few: Freyd [Fre78], Lambek and Scott [LS86], Crole [Cro93], Lafont [Laf88],
Altenkirch, Hofmann, and Streicher [AHS95], Fiore [Fio02], and Coquand [Coq19].

Synthetic Tait computability

Normalization is not an immediate consequence of the “obvious” computability model;
normalization of type theory and λ-calculus is not abstract nonsense.
Artin gluing provides the correct setting in which to state normalization, but the
normalization proof is a further construction.
Most easily phrased in the internal language of G using open and closed
modalities [RSS20], called “synthetic Tait computability” [SH21; SA21; Ste21] by
analogy with SDG, SDT, SAG, etc.

Tait’s Yoga for ITT

We must construct our model carefully, following Tait’s yoga:
1. For each type A, normal/neutral forms internalized as objects NfA , NeA : G that
restrict along j to y(A).
2. Need morphisms NeA → g ∗ y(A) → NfA (“reflection/reification”) that are vertical
Cc .4
in the gluing fibration j ∗ : G
Resulting normalization map is automatically injective; prove surjective by induction on
NfA .
The above almost works for

TT.
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Hint: we only really want g ∗ y(A) → NfA , since it assigns normal forms to terms in the model, but
to close under exponentials we also need the map out of neutrals.

Instability of cubical neutral forms
Neutral forms for TT have new features not found in ITT, disrupting the classic
gluing argument. Consider the path type:
pathA (a, b) ∼
=

Y

{x : A | (i = 0 → x = a) ∧ (i = 1 → x = b)}

i:I

The evaluation map  : pathA (a, b) × I
A must be representable by a neutral form,
but its restrictions to 0, 1 : I may not be representable by a neutral form since a, b
need not be representable by neutrals!
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Neutral forms for TT have new features not found in ITT, disrupting the classic
gluing argument. Consider the path type:
pathA (a, b) ∼
=

Y

{x : A | (i = 0 → x = a) ∧ (i = 1 → x = b)}

i:I

The evaluation map  : pathA (a, b) × I
A must be representable by a neutral form,
but its restrictions to 0, 1 : I may not be representable by a neutral form since a, b
need not be representable by neutrals!
Solution: neutral forms e are indexed in a frontier of instability ∂(e) valued in ΩG .
∂((p, i)) :≡ (i = 0 ∨ i = 1)
Write Ne[φ]A for the “neutrals away from φ”, i.e. {e : NeA | ∂(e) = φ}. We will
ensure that Ne[>]A ∼
= j∗ y(A).

Stabilization of neutrals
Ne[φ]A

j∗ y(A)

φ∗ φ∗ g ∗ y(A)

φ∗ φ∗ j∗ y(A)

Stabilization of neutrals
StabNe[φ]A

Ne[φ]A

j∗ y(A)

φ∗ φ∗ g ∗ y(A)

φ∗ φ∗ j∗ y(A)

Unstable neutrals are glued together with compatible computability data along their
frontiers of instability.
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Stabilization interpolates between neutrals and computability data.

The stabilized Tait yoga
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Theorem. Every type is closed under the stabilized Tait yoga.

NfA

Summary of results
For univalent TT with a countable cumulative hierarchy of univalent universes, we
have proved the following results:
1. Every type and every term has a unique normal form.
2. Judgmental equality of types and terms is decidable.
3. Type constructors (e.g. Π) are injective.
4. Type checking is decidable (corollary of 1–3).
To learn more, see our LICS’21 paper and S.’s forthcoming dissertation (soon).
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